
Escape Wife 1251 

Chapter 1251 I Want to Enjoy the Romance 

Samuel felt that this voice was somewhat familiar. 

He turned around and saw a little boy in a small suit walking out. 

Armand was also stunned when he saw Samuel and Nicole. The last time he saw Zoe in the park was 

when Samuel went to look for Zoe. He naturally knew Samuel was Zoe's father. Thus, the graceful 

woman standing beside Samuel must be Zoe's mother. 

Why were they here? 

If they were here, would Zoe also be here? 

Armand immediately became excited. 

"Mr. Green, why are you here?" 

That the boy could clearly call out Samuel's surname surprised Nicole. She couldn't help but ask, "Who is 

this?" 

"The brat who kidnapped our daughter in the park last time." 

Armand's lips twitched when Samuel said this. 

Why was Mr. Green so hostile to him? 

Nicole quickly understood. 

"You're Armand, right? I've heard about you from Zoe. Are you the one that played the violin?" 

"Yes, Mrs. Green." 

Armand's every move was refined. It was clear that he must be well-educated. 

Nicole was satisfied with the boy. 

"You are really good. I thought it was from an adult. Music took practice, you know." 

Hearing Nicole's praise, Armand was somewhat happy, but he still said modestly, "Thank you. I just 

practice more than others." 

"Our son-in-law can't be an artist." 

With that, Samuel pulled Nicole away. 

Armand was stunned. 

What was wrong with artists? 

"Mr. Green, is there any misunderstanding?" 

Armand felt very nervous and hurriedly asked. 

Last time, Samuel was not this hostile to him. 



How could the young Armand understand why a father like Samuel was bad to a boy who wanted to 

woo his daughter? 

"There's no misunderstanding. We are from a business family, and my son-in-law should be a business 

genius. Art is just an elegant thing for us, and we cannot live on it. Besides that, I will return the jade 

pendant you gave Zoe. I've always wanted to return it to you, but it's delayed because I can't find your 

exact location." 

Samuel to talk so much with a little boy. His 

Samuel's hostility 

and whispered, "It's impolite of you to talk to a 

intention of being polite. 

that, Samuel left with 

was so angry that he wanted to speak 

Armand was sorrowful now. 

he hated 

also 

Samuel and Nicole walking into the 

the family that lived in the house opposite him and the surname of them was Bush. But 

missed Zoe 

sadness flashed 

please find out where they're going? Book 

confidence, which made the 

a week. This is your exam for level six. If you 

my father's words, but 

his eyebrows, which put much pressure 

will probably blame you. You know, 

"I know that." 

in, but he was somewhat reluctant to 

Zoe. He really wanted to stay with Zoe. This desire exceeded his obedience to his father and his love to 

They all said that he was a musical genius, and that 

a famous pianist. His father was a famous violinist. His mother was the leader of the National Opera 

Troupe, and even his brothers and sisters won 



family's path of survival and inheritance. Whether he liked it or not, he had to learn the stave when he 

was able to remember things. It was the rule of the 

sound could not only make him forget all his troubles, but also calmed his irritable heart. However, ever 

since he met Zoe, he was shocked to find that there really was 

Business? 

business was simply an 

their eyes, businessmen were mercenary and boring men. 

beautiful eyebrows were tightly knitted together. Even though he was only seven or eight 

Nicole asked 

see that boy wants to woo 

Samuel frowned. 

chuckled after hearing 

much? Your daughter is only five years old, and that boy is just around seven. He probably doesn't even 

have any feelings 

"If the boy didn't love your daughter, would he give such a good jade pendant to your daughter as a 

token of love? That jade pendant is a top-grade emerald. It is 

he doesn't know the price of the jade 

were not 

well known in the field of music. The children of the family have been well-educated since they are 

young. 

Nicole was speechless. 

Zoe at home for the rest 

I will. The Green family 

proud. Nicole shook her head, but there was 

a glass of water to avoid the argument 

that boy? Our Lucas and Joseph are better than him. Don't be fooled by his appearance. 

I just think you've been a little anxious lately. Yesterday, you were worried about what Lucas's girlfriend 

would look like, and today Zoe. Samuel, don't you think you're being over protective? Zoe and Armand 

are still so young now. Even if they get together after they grow up, that's their own business. What are 

you 

Samuel these past two days, but there was no need for such 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 



Chapter 1252 Something Wrong with the Incense 

Samuel frowned slightly. Nicole also subconsciously looked at the rear-view mirror. As expected, a black 

car followed behind them like a shadow. 

Nicole and Samuel glanced at each other and nodded tacitly. 

Samuel hugged Zoe in his arms, while Nicole held Joseph in her arms. 

"Daddy?" 

"Mommy?" 

Joseph and Zoe were confused. 

"Nothing. Have a rest." 

Nicole smiled. Joseph nodded, closed his eyes and fell asleep in Nicole's arms. Seeing Joseph fell asleep, 

Zoe also slept in Samuel's arms. 

"Go straight, then turn around at the intersection ahead." 

Samuel kept his voice low, but the driver could hear it clearly. 

The car was still running smoothly. But at the intersection ahead, the driver suddenly turned the car 

around and slammed on the brakes. The car behind them never expected that. The driver hurriedly 

stepped on the brakes. Unfortunately, it was too late. 

The car crashed into the fence and made a loud noise. 

Samuel's car turned around and passed by. 

Because it was too dark, Nicole could not see clearly who was in that car. She only felt a cold gaze 

following them, making her feel uncomfortable. 

Nicole frowned. And Samuel said, "Turn left in next intersection and change to another car after 

entering the alley." 

"Yes, Mr. Green." 

The driver made a phone call to get it arranged. 

Nicole did not ask anything. She was very quiet but alert, and looked outside from time to time. 

The car behind them did not follow. Samuel and Nicole changed to another car in the alley and went to 

the airport. 

Their private plane was ready there. When the attendants saw Samuel and Nicole coming over, they 

quickly opened the door and pulled Samuel and Nicole up. 

After the plane took off, Nicole said, "Who do you think are following us?" 

"I don't know." 

Samuel shook his head. A serious look appeared in his face. 



Nicole frowned deeper. 

"I feel their cold gaze. I can assure you that they mean no good" 

"It's fine. I'm here. I won't let anything happen to you and the kids." 

Samuel held Nicole's hands and comforted her. 

However, Nicole sighed and said, "I'm not afraid of any dangers. I just feel strange. Rhys was caught. 

Who else will follow us? Could it be Major?" 

"No, Major is busy enough with his own business. He has no time to plot against us." 

said so because he knew the current situation of 

only asked in a low voice, "That's strange. Who else would 

we arrive at the Harper Town. If anyone follows us, they 

head. But on a second thought, she added, "Could 

We can 

tightly. At the same time, they understood that this trip to Harper Town wouldn't be 

much, but urged Nicole to sleep 

some rest. But not knowing why, 

the time she woke up, the plane was 

this familiar place, Nicole 

last time, she did not expect to come back. Now, as she set foot on this land again, Nicole was unable to 

he was thinking about something. But his black eyes always made people feel 

there was a car waiting for them at 

these guards all wore uniforms of the Green family, she 

bought the entire town last time. 

carried Zoe out of 

in front of her, only to see an ancestral hall there. She rubbed her eyes and 

in the 

eyes suddenly lit 

doesn't look 

was a 

was this town 



him excitedly and asked in a low voice, "Daddy, is that 

studied medical science, so 

she saw Joseph so excited, she smiled and said, "Yes, that's the herb field. It's said that many precious 

medicinal 

go in and 

face was filled 

Samuel nodded. 

so 

also put 

in with 

little worried. She wanted to follow 

them play for a 

that Samuel was not 

"What's wrong?" 

Nicole spoke, she was about to touch Samuel's forehead, but he 

fine. I'm just feeling really sad. It's as if countless people are crying in my heart. 

not hide 

he was extremely depressed. He kept hearing voices. Everything that had happened here was constantly 

at the blood 

be something circulating inside the blood jade, and it was impossible to see it 

"Samuel, your jade..." 

the ancestral hall and light 

and Nicole's spoke at the same 

moment, but she 

"Okay." 

towards the ancestral hall, but she felt a little uneasy in her 

feeling haunted her and the closer she 

"Samuel!" 

stopped at the entrance and grabbed Samuel's 



"What's wrong?" 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1253 Where Are the People in the Ancestral Hall? 

Samuel looked down at Nicole and found her in a coma. He became sullen and anger flickered in his 

eyes. 

He quickly hid Nicole under the altar table, but he didn't expect that there was a mechanism. When he 

put her down, Nicole fell, but he did not know at all. 

After hiding Nicole, Samuel saw some people coming in. 

All of them were strangers, but they didn't look like people from the Harper Town. 

Samuel felt dizzy and glared at them murderously. 

"Who are you? Get the hell out of here!" 

His voice was hoarse, and the blood on his thigh gushed out bit by bit. However, it was the pain that 

kept him awake. 

Seeing that Samuel was like this, those people were all stunned for a moment, and directly attacked 

Samuel without answering his question. 

Where were the bodyguards? 

Where were the bodyguards outside? 

Samuel was a little confused, but he did not dare to take the enemy lightly. He stabbed himself with the 

dagger again to stay awake, and then quickly fought back. 

Those people were not in a hurry to have a ferocious fight against Samuel. It seemed that they knew the 

influence of the incense on Samuel. They just dodged to drain him and captured him when he was 

exhausted. 

Their intention was obvious for Samuel. However, at this moment, he already felt a little exhausted, but 

these people kept circling around with him. 

Samuel was a little impatient. 

He could not let these people find Nicole, but he did not know how everything was with the children 

now, either. Samuel felt a little aggrieved and angry. A rage emerged from his chest and quickly 

expanded to his whole body. 

These people all deserved to die! 

Anyone who wanted to hurt his children and his wife had to die. 

When Samuel had this thought, his eyes began to change. 

The gold quickly replaced the original color of his eyes, and a murderous look appeared in an instant. 

"What the hell is this?" 



Someone asked, but in the next moment, Samuel grabbed his neck and directly broke it. 

Actually, Samuel couldn't see things clearly. What he saw was a golden ocean, but he became extremely 

sensitive that he could even hear the breathing clearly. 

After the first person was strangled to death by Samuel, the others finally panicked. 

"He, he doesn't seem to be affected by the incense anymore." 

Another voice sounded. 

Samuel quickly ended that person's life. 

He was like an executioner killing them unemotionally. 

At this moment, Samuel did not have any feelings of pity. The only thing he focused on was killing. 

The ancestral hall was full of screams with a strong smell of blood, which made the place creepy. 

Samuel did not stop until he could not feel the breath of a living person. 

He sat on the ground and gasped for breath. The gold color in his eyes slowly faded away and everything 

was back to normal. 

bloody and terrifying. The smell 

but he could not help but 

his best to control his emotions. After resting for a 

hall. When he saw his bodyguards standing outside, he burst into 

were you 

standing 

Samuel grabbed his neck 

many men were in there 

Samuel was very angry. 

one could manage them in such a remote 

Green, no one went in just 

Come in and take 

saw the bloody scene. He dragged the bodyguard and 

If no one came in, 

threw the bodyguard in as if 

but he quickly got up. He looked around the ancestral hall and said confusedly, "Mr. Green, 

"Are you blind? Those..." 



he 

Where were they? 

the people in the 

killed them all. Where were the dead 

and the empty 

could they be 

was sure that they just had a ferocious fight. The breaths and footsteps 

the altar table but found that 

"Nicole! Nicole!" 

at 

What was going on? 

was going 

Samuel doubtfully. He felt that something seemed to be 

outside all the time. How could they not see if anyone 

happened 

same question arose in 

just now was so real. It didn't seem like a 

looked down at his thigh. Blood was still oozing from the wound 

What happened exactly? 

puzzled glance at the 

to 

has prepared the 

did not know why Samuel suddenly asked this, but he quickly replied, "It was bought from the town 

burned out. There was nothing left in the air except for 

the open door of the ancestral 

someone to find Miss Zoe 

"Yes, Sir." 

suddenly changed his mind. However, it was good that he did not have to 

The bodyguard ran out. 



forward, took a good look at the incense, and 

Nicole was missing. 

Samuel a little anxious, but he still kept himself 

to be different 

Samuel came here last time. However, it seemed like there were dangers 

out what had happened. Otherwise, even if he found Nicole, he might lose her 

was capable of, so he believed that she should be able to 

the only person who could solve his 

learned 

incense and had a vague 

Chapter 1254 What Happened to You? 

Samuel was also a little nervous. 

At this moment, Joseph hurriedly took out a small bottle from his schoolbag. He put a drop of the liquid 

from the bottle on his hand, and quickly applied it on his temples. Instantly, a strong coolness woke him 

up. 

He carefully poured the incense ash into a bottle again and began to test it. 

Samuel did not disturb Joseph, and Zoe also held her breath, waiting outside. 

No one knew how long it took. Joseph finally raised his head and said to Samuel and Zoe, "Dad, it's 

done. Please come in." 

After he finished speaking, he sprayed some liquids in the ancestral hall, which made the smell of the 

incense fade a lot. 

Samuel walked in with Zoe in her arms when Joseph finished all these. 

"How is it?" 

"Something was wrong with the incense. It contained some drug components that can make people 

hallucinate. The climate here is very special. It's humid all year round. Once the incense is ignited, it will 

have a chemical reaction with the wet air and create some scenes that people may think it's real. Plus, 

we are at an ancestral hall. It doesn't usually open windows or doors, so the effect will be even 

stronger." 

At this moment, Joseph seemed to change into a different person. Instead of being reserved and 

wordless, he confidently talked about the medical things, which was especially dazzling. 

Watching at Joseph, Samuel seemed to see the young Vincent. 

At that time, Vincent did not seem to be as ordinary as they said. 



Samuel still remembered that he had watched the reading speech contest that Vincent had attended. At 

that time, Vincent was at the same age as Joseph. He stood on the stage, giving the speech to more than 

three hundred audiences confidently. He was not nervous at all, just as dazzling as Joseph. 

Yeah. 

Vincent was excellent when he was young, just like Samuel. 

Since when did Vincent become ordinary? 

Samuel could not remember. 

He only remembered that because of the contrast with Vincent, he had been more and more 

outstanding. As Laurel had thought highly of him, Vincent had gradually turned into a nobody, and 

people paid no attention to him anymore. 

Samuel was lost in memory. 

He still remembered how he and Vincent played together when he was a kid. 

At that time, they were carefree. Vincent even fought with others for him, but since when did the 

relationship between the two of them change? 

Now there was a gap between them. Vincent respected him, but they were not friends or brothers 

anymore. 

Samuel felt heartsick suddenly. 

could not hear him. He felt that he had seen 

him, but tears ran down 

why do we have to compete with each other? Why can't we play around and have fun like the other 

brothers? Samuel, do you remember the great time that 

cried, his tears 

like the color of 

to stay? Do you think that 

these years. I just want to stay with you. You are my twin brother. I don't care even if I pretend to be 

stupid. All I want is to 

City, I wouldn't have die. I wouldn't have been an undercover agent. I'm still a master in the Green 

family. Even if I'm useless, at least I'm still by your side, instead of dying alone here. Samuel, do you 

know my feelings to you for these 

but I also hate you. I hate you to send me away. I hate you not to keep Riley stay and let her meet me 

here. If I had not met Riley, perhaps I wouldn't have fallen in love with her, and I would not hate you so 

much. From beginning to end, the person she loved wasn't me. I was just a substitute for you, you 

know? Samuel! Ever since I was young, I have lived in your shadow. I am not stupid, and I can be a 

genius as well. However, Mom said that our family 



"No!" 

ached suddenly. He spit out 

"Daddy!" 

Zoe was frightened. 

seen 

seemed to be in a nightmare, unable to hear her 

of the family and let you live your own life without troubles. I have never wanted to hold you down, nor 

sent you away. However, if you did not leave at that time, you would be put in prison. How could I let 

my own brother go to jail? Vincent, don't hate me! You can't hate me! You're 

tears were rolling down on 

Zoe was completely frightened. 

Joseph was also stunned. 

the name of his 

but he had never had chance 

just 

if it 

if he was repenting or explaining, which made 

what happened between them. However, at this moment, 

just looked straight at Samuel. No one 

Zoe was exhausted and failed to hold Samuel. They both 

intense pain made Zoe 

happened to 

such 

was always strong, wasn't 

did she feel that Daddy 

in fear and whispered, "Daddy, wake up! Please wake up! Uncle is not here. Daddy, 

remembered that Joseph 

to look 

come and check what happened to Daddy. Joseph ... 

Zoe widened her eyes. 



Joseph was cold and indifferent, and he looked at Samuel with 

Hatred? 

Joseph hated Daddy? 

came into Zoe's mind, she was shocked and 

Chapter 1255 We’ll Be Vulnerable to Attack There 

"Joseph, are you alright?" 

Zoe's eyes were filled with joy. 

Joseph only felt that his eyes were burning. He was in no mood to answer Zoe. He did not know what 

had happened to him just now. His eyes indeed hurt terribly. 

"Where's Daddy?" 

Joseph still couldn't open's his eyes. But he thought of something. 

Zoe hurriedly said, "Daddy is still confessing, like possessed by evil. Joseph, you were just the same. This 

ancestral hall is evil. Hurry up and save Daddy." 

"Do what you did to me to save Daddy." 

Joseph could not open his eyes at all. 

Although Zoe's method was rather ruthless, it was very effective. 

However, Zoe smiled bitterly and said, "I don't dare. That's Daddy." 

She could do that to Joseph, but not to Samuel. 

Joseph hurriedly said, "Be bold and do it. If we delay any longer, something else might happen. Hurry 

up!" 

Zoe nodded. 

Zoe didn't hesitate anymore. She sprayed the chili water on Samuel's face. 

Samuel let out a cry. 

Samuel became stunned for a while. He groaned due to the burning sensation. Zoe said timidly, "Daddy, 

don't blame me. I'm trying to save you. I'm not a doctor. Daddy, are you awake?" 

Samuel's heart suddenly beat fast. 

He frowned when remembering his reaction just now. His solemn expression frightened Zoe. She hid 

behind Joseph. 

"Joseph, will Daddy hit me?" 

"I won't!" 

Samuel answered her. 



"Zoe, ask the people outside to fetch a tub of water." 

"Got it." 

Zoe sighed in relief after seeing Samuel back to normal. 

She intended to fetch the water by herself. But this place scared her. She followed Samuel's order. 

"Someone, go fetch a tub of water. Hurry up." 

Zoe could be serious and dominating. 

bodyguard quickly followed 

face and left 

his eyes and Samuel's. The 

the ancestral hall 

knew what he had done just now. It was like a nightmare. He could do 

deepest guilt 

He blamed himself. 

be able to live a carefree life. He assumed Vincent could do anything he wanted with 

didn't know whether Vincent blamed him or not, nor did he have the chance to know. However, his past 

choice became some kind of 

was held by a 

lowered his 

in the direction of the ancestral hall and frowned, "Daddy, this ancestral hall is too strange. Are 

can only be found here, so 

did not forget what Joseph said after losing his mind. Was that the real thought of 

to Joseph, they couldn't 

actually hated them, 

feelings, not knowing what to say. He pretended that he didn't hear anything. He didn't want things to 

be too 

Samuel's feelings. He whispered, "I was in a nightmare just now. I knew those words would hurt you, but 

I 

ok. I understand, Joseph. I don't 

sorry 

Joseph was the only son of Vincent, he wanted 



"I love you, Daddy, and I love Mommy, too. But the words seemed to be my true feelings. I don't know 

how to face you and myself. Put the issue aside. Time will prove everything. Perhaps I'll change my mind 

after 

at Samuel with a smile, resembling 

Samuel's heart ached slightly. 

He regretted. 

wrong for him to bring Joseph 

here. They would still be beloved families. However, what happened couldn't 

said that he deserved a happy family of his own. He said that no matter how good they were to him, he 

felt like 

An orphan. 

have 

the way they love their own children. Why did he still feel 

that 

how 

he said just now. Although he was bewitched, he knew that it was the deepest thought buried in 

after it's over, I want to 

Samuel was slightly stunned. 

Joseph wanted 

leave the 

know if 

His heart ached. 

ago, he sent Vincent away. Now, did 

"I don't agree." 

Samuel’s attitude was firm. 

and lose a son. I know that you may still resent us and miss your parents. It doesn't matter. I can wait. 

Even if 

want to be the patriarch. I 

when they smell the incense. We were influenced when closing doors and window. When we kindled 

the second incense stick, the doors and windows were open. So the incense reacted with the moist air 

and produced a catalyst. Under the hallucinogenic effect, we became extremely nostalgic, sensitive and 

grieved. If Zoe hadn't woken us up 



words, Samuel 

Chapter 1256 Who Knows Whether You’re Telling the Truth 

The way Samuel looked at him slightly stunned Joseph. 

"What's the matter? Did I say something wrong?" 

Zoe smiled and ran over to Joseph. She hugged him and said with a smile, "No. Joseph, you're awesome. 

I think you are smarter than my brother." 

Joseph instantly felt a little embarrassed when hearing Zoe's compliment. 

"That’s not true. Lucas is really smart." 

When Joseph talked about Lucas, his eyes were full of joy without hatred. 

Samuel knew that Joseph really loved Lucas and Zoe. He opened his heart and treated them as his 

siblings. 

They were all children, and there was absolutely no grudge between them. As long as they loved each 

other, it didn't matter if Joseph hated him. 

He was okay about that. 

Samuel suddenly got relaxed. 

"Alright, go and choose a room at the hotel we pick. Ask the bodyguards to follow you. This place isn't 

the Seapolis City. We’re unfamiliar with the surroundings, so be careful. Do you understand?" 

Zoe and Joseph nodded. 

Joseph held Zoe's hand and took a step. When he saw that Samuel was about to enter the ancestral hall 

again, he couldn't help but shout. 

"Daddy, are you still going in?" 

"Yes." 

Samuel turned his back to Joseph, his eyes determined. 

His wife was still inside the hall. He had to go in. 

However, Samuel didn't tell that to the children in case they grew worried. 

Joseph looked at Samuel's figure. His eyes suddenly became wet. 

"Daddy, take this in case you smell the incense again." 

Joseph slipped a small bottle into Samuel's hand and left with Zoe. 

Samuel looked at the small bottle in his hand and suddenly smiled. 

This kid was really reserved. 



Joseph had both grudge against and love for Samuel. After all, Samuel truly treated him as his own son 

in the past five years. 

Samuel put the small bottle into his pocket and walked into the ancestral hall again. 

"Stay outside. No one can enter without my permission." 

"Got it." 

The bodyguard nodded. 

Samuel closed the door of the ancestral hall. 

It instantly became dark inside. The cold and gloomy atmosphere was frightening. 

After all, it was haunted by dead souls. Samuel looked at the spirit tablets in the ancestral hall. There 

were more than 200 of those. He didn't know if all dead people in the town were honored here, or just 

the grandmasters. 

The first thing he came to the ancestral hall was 

said that Morgan 

Morgan 

the wall and gently pressed it. But he soon lost balance and 

panic, but quickly checked around. The light here 

used to the light, he found himself falling into a 

was empty but small, with a capacity 

the ground. His back 

him. 

breath and took a move. 

kicked the attacker onto the wall. The attacker groaned and 

Nicole was lying unconscious. He noticed that his attacker was 

in camouflage. Samuel immediately treated 

"Nicole!" 

walked 

I've put poison on her 

The woman sounded old. 

thirties, but sounded like 

eyes immediately 



"Did you hurt her?" 

walked towards the woman like 

a chill 

I saved her. But who are you? You are 

But she still struggled to get up and protect 

eyes suddenly became 

and walked straight towards 

scare you. I'm serious. I've really smeared poison on her body. You have 

"Shut up!" 

woman trembled with fear and 

got close to Nicole and saw her asleep. Only then 

found that Nicole had disappeared. But he couldn't go search for her immediately. 

finally relieved when seeing his wife 

Samuel's hands trembled imperceptibly. 

gave him and 

face 

"Hey, you will die!" 

are being too 

hit her but left a bruise on her face. The woman was so 

"She has...." 

her mouth in fear when 

had beautiful but scary 

She was so scared. 

pay any attention to her. Instead, 

woke up after a 

"Samuel?" 

feeble to get up. Samuel immediately 

"Hey, you...." 

afraid to say anything again due to 



his fingers. He knew that the 

something on Nicole's 

arms and said gently, "I'll take you out. Are you hungry? 

"What happened?" 

Finding out she was not 

my name is Juliana. I saved you just now. I saw that you were unconscious. I couldn't move 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1257 You Must Be a Fool 

Juliana didn't expect Nicole would ask such sharp questions, so she paused for a moment. From Juliana's 

reaction, Nicole knew her assumption was right. 

Samuel kept silent while Nicole talked to Juliana. 

The people outside started to rescue them. 

Soon, Nicole and Samuel were pulled up, along with Juliana. But Juliana was contained as soon as she 

was out. 

"Antidote." 

Samuel's voice was very cold. 

Juliana gave a little shiver and handed the antidote to Samuel. Only then did Nicole discover that 

Samuel's fingers were black. 

"Are you poisoned?" 

Nicole had no strength left, her eyes filled with worry. 

Samuel said softly, "I'm fine. Let me help you take a shower first." 

After saying that, he put the antidote in his pocket and commanded coldly, "Lock her up. I want to know 

all her secrets." 

"Yes." 

The bodyguard immediately stepped forward, which scared Juliana. She tried to struggle free. 

"No! You can't be so ungrateful. I have saved your wife." 

"Otherwise, you would be dead now." 

Finishing this sentence, Samuel carried Nicole outside the ancestral hall directly. 

When they returned back, Zoe and Joseph hurried over. 

"Daddy, what happened to Mommy?" 



"Stay back. Your Mommy was drugged and need a rest. Don't worry. You guys go to bed. Joseph, come 

with me." 

Samuel hesitated for a moment and asked Joseph to stay. 

Although Zoe was a little worried, she felt relieved when Joseph was called inside. 

So, she went back to her room. 

Joseph followed into the room and frowned, his eyes on the Nicole. 

"Mommy, someone poisoned you?" 

"Is there a way?" 

Samuel wore a serious expression. 

Joseph nodded and said, "It's not a big deal. This poison can temporarily paralyze the nerves but has no 

effect on the body. Rinse it and Mommy will be okay. But doesn't Mommy always stay with you? How 

could she be poisoned?" 

"A woman did it." 

Samuel's eyes flashed with coldness. 

Joseph did not ask any further. After giving Nicole another detailed examination, he felt completely 

relieved. 

Mommy just 

see. Then you go rest 

the bathroom. After helping Nicole wash away the poison on her body, 

always don't care about yourself. The poison was in your body for so long. Aren’t you 

didn't save you at once 

you had 

it, Samuel was slightly shocked. Then he 

is settled. 

did he tell her anything about Joseph. 

you hungry? How about I get you something 

"Okay." 

felt weak. Eating something was helpful 

Nicole's head, ordered bodyguards to protect her 

Zoe returned to her room, she caught a glimpse of a woman who was took away by a few 

she 



a cave. A bodyguard took out a 

whip was barbed. One could be ripped alive 

face immediately 

warning you! Don't touch me or you'll 

seem to hear it, his gaze 

whip and it cracked 

How could you kill an innocent 

as if she had suffered 

bodyguard couldn't bear her sharp voice. He cracked his whip and it 

out a 

she was 

the blood splattering in the 

Juliana's entire body trembled. 

"You fucking bastard!" 

her teeth 

She narrowed her eyes slightly and 

voice, the bodyguard was 

are you here? Please leave 

to the others, and they immediately stood 

Zoe was frightened by the horrible scene, Mr. Green would probably 

Zoe said discontentedly, "I am at least a Green. How could I feel scared? 

she spoke, Zoe walked 

but Zoe warned coldly, "If you dare to tell my Daddy, I will tell him that you want to molest me. Who do 

you think my Daddy will believe? 

exactly like Samuel now. The bodyguard's face turned pale from fear and his hand trembled. His 

"Good." 

on the phone, 

I'll buy you a new one, but you must do what 

smile, but she 



the bodyguards here felt that Zoe 

could this crazy girl be that 

an adorable girl. How could she 

proved 

and looked up at Juliana. She shook her head and said, "You do have a nice figure, but why do you paint 

your face in this way? Do you 

never seen a childlike 

a pink face and soft skin, like an angel. One could easily 

She gritted her teeth and smiled, "Sweet honey, can you help me? They are all bad people. As long as 

you save me, I will 

nearby immediately 

was a foodie. If she really let Juliana go, they would definitely 

Chapter 1258 How Can You Sneer at Me? 

Zoe hurriedly covered her ears and ran away. 

As soon as Samuel finished cooking, Nicole received an advertisement message. 

"Do you want to buy a house? The price is pretty nice now. If you are interested, please call 86745932." 

Nicole tossed her phone onto the table dejectedly and whispered, "How did these salesmen of house 

and decoration service get to know our phone number? They are so annoying." 

"What's the matter?" 

Samuel brought up the food and asked casually. 

Nicole pointed at the phone and said, "The spams so annoying. It is weird. There is no house for sale in 

the Harper Town. It's funny that the message has a phone number in it. The funniest thing is that the 

phone number is eight digits. The Harper Town isn't a municipality. The phone numbers should be seven 

digits. How can it be eight digits?" 

Nicole just wanna complain, but Samuel realized something and paused. 

"Show me the message." 

Seeing that Samuel's expression had changed, Nicole paused and then handed him the phone. 

"It's just a spam. What's wrong with it?" 

After reading it, Samuel frowned. Then he looked carefully and whispered, "This is a Morse SMS from 

Claire." 

"What?" 

Nicole was stunned. 



He must be kidding! 

They were in real world, not some TV shows. 

How could an advertisement message be a Morse SMS? 

Seeing Nicole's surprised expression, Samuel lowered his head and kissed her. Nicole stared at him 

shyly. 

He smiled and said, "This was how I, Emory and Blair contact with each other when we were performing 

actions. It's a way to deliver message when we can't make phone calls. This phone number is random. 

Using a software, we can use any phone number. However, we can only send one message, so we 

usually include Morse code in it. This number is Morse code. I'm afraid Claire can't contact me now, so 

she contacted you." 

As Samuel spoke, he copied the phone number and took out a small notebook from his pocket. He 

searched according to the phone number and finally found another phone number. 

He didn't know whose phone number it was, but he quickly dialed it. 

Someone quickly answered his phone call. 

"Who is it?" 

"I am Samuel. Claire told me to call you." 

Samuel came straight to the point. 

The person on the other end of the line was stunned for a moment, and then said in a low voice, "Mr. 

Green, I guess the commander's wife asked you to come find me because she wanted me to tell you that 

Juliana is one of ours." 

"What?" 

Samuel was stunned. 

Juliana worked for Emory? 

up the phone, he hurriedly 

her. Find her 

"Yes, sir." 

the bodyguard did not know why Samuel gave such an order, he still followed Samuel's 

in 

not quite understand and called the phone number 

"I need Juliana's information." 

because she fell in love with an outsider in the early years, so her mother was lucky to escape the 

extermination in the Harper Town. Juliana joined the army after she grew up and was personally 



recruited by Commander Emory. After the secret training, she returned to the local area and did some 

secret works. Ms. Claire knows the situation of you and Nicole. If you go out, you will definitely go to 

and Samuel understood him 

because Emory has foresight? Or is it because he accidentally 

have noticed something and arranged it beforehand. I just didn't expect that 

his head and brought the 

first. Don't worry 

hungry. She nodded and let Samuel feed her. Her body also recovered some 

think Juliana will be angry 

Her superior is Emory, not us. Besides, she did not reveal her identity and poisoned you. She should be 

grateful that I didn't 

finished, Nicole did not say 

recovered a little strength, but Nicole still didn't look good 

and ask her how much she knows about 

about me. This place is protected by our people. 

smiled faintly. She looked a 

held her face softly and said, "Although we came here for some matters, I still 

just a little tired. I can't stand flying for so long. You should take it easy yourself. We still have a long way 

ahead of 

you for 

held Nicole and 

leave. I'm going 

Nicole blushed. However, he knew that now was not the 

woke up 

thought that she would be in the cave, but the ceiling and comfortable 

by the bed and shook her legs in boredom. When she saw Juliana wake up, she smiled and 

know 

made 

didn't know how to please 

expression. She smiled and said, "You are really lousy. You fainted after just a few 



shook her head which pissed Juliana 

Don't you know the whip had barbs? Holy shit! I am lucky that I didn't die, okay? How can you sneer 

best place. I wonder how you work. 

once again despised by 

you leave? I 

and felt that it 

in the Green family was a 

would never come into contact with the Green family again. It was terrifying. She might lose 

soon. I have to wait for my Daddy. Oh right, I forgot to tell you. My Daddy 

Juliana wanted to die. 

Nash send such a little devil to work with 

Why? 

have been cheated 

Nash 

Juliana thought to herself. 

smiled and suddenly got 

you planning something bad in your mind? Let me tell you, if you dare to tell Nash how I gave you 

"Are you threatening me?" 

Chapter 1259 Fight for It or Give Up? 

"Where can I find the evidence?" 

Juliana was desperate. 

Samuel sneered and said, "Either you give me evidence, or you die. Choose one." 

"Can I leave this place to look for evidence?" 

Juliana carefully looked at Samuel, feeling anxious. 

Unexpectedly, Samuel nodded and said indifferently, "Three days. If you don't find any evidence in three 

days, I will find you no matter where you are. Don't doubt my ability." 

Juliana wanted to cry. 

How did she get involved with this cruel man? 

"Do you think my body can recover in three days? Let alone looking for evidence, I..." 



"Emory's people are all capable. Are you saying that you are not one of them?" 

Since Samuel said that, Juliana had to keep silent. 

She was kicked out of the Harper Town with an injured body. 

Zoe stood in front of the French window and looked at Juliana. She sighed and said to herself, "Is it still 

possible to have some delicious food? Why do I have the feeling that this woman is unreliable?" 

She shook her head and walked into the room. 

Samuel took a sample of blood from the bed sheet and handed it to Joseph. 

"Check if this DNA is registered. If it is, find out its identity." 

Joseph was slightly stunned, then nodded. 

After coming out of the ancestral hall, Samuel didn't seem to be bothered by what he had said before 

and assigned him more work. 

Joseph felt complicated now. He didn't know whether he should be happy about it or not. 

He liked Samuel and knew that Samuel was good to him, but what happened to his parents did affect 

him. 

He pretended so well in the past. After everything exposed in the ancestral hall, Joseph thought that 

Samuel would send him far away, never let him get in touch with the core things. However, Samuel did 

the opposite, which made him more confused. 

"What's wrong? Is there a problem?" 

Seeing Joseph confused, Samuel asked coldly. 

"Nothing. It's just DNA testing requires one and a half to three days, and I don't have any equipment 

here." 

Joseph stopped shilly-shallying. He looked at Samuel and said frankly. 

Samuel pondered for a moment and said, "Make a list of the equipment you need. I'll send someone to 

get it in an hour." 

"Okay." 

Joseph nodded. 

Samuel turned around and was ready to leave. 

"Daddy!" 

However, Joseph stopped him. 

"What?" 

slightly raised his eyebrows 

"Nothing." 



Joseph quickly turned away. 

called Samuel. For just a moment, when Joseph saw Samuel's lonely 

and whispered, "Have a good rest. Tomorrow, 

suddenly 

"Yes." 

Their conversation ended. 

Joseph's room and saw Nicole looking at him in the 

Didn't I tell you to take a good 

happened exactly between you 

they said nothing, she could still feel that something went wrong with 

doubts in his heart. I believe time will give him answer. He will 

doubts? 

Nicole instantly became nervous. 

worry about it. This is a matter between men. We will solve it 

Joseph is only five years 

man. 

Samuel became serious. 

he died. Do you want to go to take a look 

what I thought. I just told Joseph that 

together. After all, he was your brother, and we don't have 

that it was better to stay 

if they separated? It would be better if they were all 

"Alright." 

room as they 

right, I forgot to tell you. Gabrielle gave birth 

told Samuel 

to tell her, she wouldn't have come out looking for Samuel, 

with 

child. Their family 



Samuel's vasectomy, she couldn't help 

all, Lucas and Zoe were separated from him because of the misunderstanding back then. Samuel had 

never been in their life for their first four years since 

be 

he knew the reason. He indeed was very regretful, but that was nothing 

reversed. He couldn't risk Nicole's 

Honey, I found that you've 

sudden praise 

What are you talking 

go into the room so I can take 

up Nicole and walked 

but was suppressed by Samuel's strength, and then Samuel kissed her. 

by Samuel unconsciously, and could 

next morning, Samuel woke up before 

peaceful sleeping face, feeling quite 

have much desire. He just wanted to see Nicole like 

kissed Nicole on the forehead, 

food. Joseph walked out of 

Chapter 1260 I Didn't Mean It 

"Can I not answer right now?" 

Joseph's voice was deep and he was a little irritated. 

He said in the ancestral hall that he was living under someone else's control. Now Samuel also said it 

and Joseph felt it was quite harsh. 

Why did he say that back then? 

In the Green family, Nicole, Zoe, and even Samuel treated him very well, so how could he feel this way? 

But now that he said it out loud, it couldn't be recalled. 

Joseph had regretted, but now he was being forced by Samuel, he was annoyed. 

Seeing that Joseph was like a five-year-old kid, Samuel smiled and said, "Sure. Tell me after you visit 

your father's grave." 

"Can't you wait a few years?" 



Joseph felt it was too short. 

Samuel was forcing him! 

"No!" 

Samuel replied immediately. 

Joseph was depressed. 

They ran again, but this time, neither of them spoke. 

When they returned to their residence, Nicole and Zoe had woken up. 

Zoe was laughing in Nicole's embrace. Something funny also made Nicole laugh. 

Seeing this scene, Samuel was happy. 

"What are you talking about? You're laughing so happily." 

Samuel touched Zoe's head. 

Zoe immediately left Nicole and smiled, "This is our secret. I won't tell you. Joseph, you run with Daddy! 

How is it? Is the air fresh here?" 

"Yes." 

Joseph is always gentle to Zoe. 

"Joseph, Mommy said that she would visit uncle's grave later. Will you be very sad today? If you're very 

sad, you can cry on my shoulder, although I'm not so strong." 

Hearing Zoe's words, Joseph was cheered up. 

"Okay." 

"Okay, make a promise." 

Zoe stretched out her pinkie. 

The two children made a pinkie promise. They are very serious, which moved Nicole a little. 

"They reminded me of our childhood." 

Speaking of this, Nicole thought of her adopted parents. She shook her head and said in a low voice, 

"Enjoy the meal. I'm hungry." 

"Alright. Joseph and I will take a shower and then join you. We're all sweating. It's uncomfortable." 

"Alright." 

Nicole nodded. 

Joseph went 

heard that there are 



"Okay." 

agreed immediately, which 

you and Daddy have work 

make you happy. If you want to go somewhere, tell us. 

words, Zoe was 

want to 

"No problem." 

Nicole laughed. 

knew that Zoe was a foodie, so she was not 

love 

jumped and Nicole was 

your healthy condition? Look at you. What if you 

was not changed. Even though the operation was successful, 

movements that can make me strong. 

softly, "You are always my baby. I will not 

know. You are the best mom 

Zoe praised. 

smiled and asked, "You and Nash are always together. Do you like 

"Yes, I guess." 

her head and thought for a moment before replying, "Nash is a good role model. Joseph is too calm. He 

is also a genius, but he is 

"Nothing else?" 

"What?" 

at Nicole innocently and didn't understand what 

that Zoe was only five years old, and she was a foodie. She liked eating the most. How could she think of 

felt a 

"Nothing." 

very nice. I tell you a secret. Naomi likes Uncle Emory very 

seemed to know a big secret and whispered, "Don't tell anyone. 



are you telling 

Nicole slightly smiled. 

You're my Mommy. You won't betray me. Don't tell Aunt 

something 

won't tell anyone. 

"Of course." 

"You little genius." 

and Joseph walked out when 

are you 

"I won't tell you." 

made faces at Samuel and 

gently, "I don't want to 

"Great." 

raised her chin proudly and waved when 

I'll give you a 

it with Joseph, which made Joseph know 

He recalled Samuel's question. 

it 

Zoe might feel sad for Lucas since they were twins. Will she 

up, Vincent's dream would 

himself for honor. Although he had been honored as a martyr, he had never spent a day in 

didn't even know Vincent's 

felt this was very 

wanted to join the army, wanted to take the military academy examination, wanted to let everyone 

know that his father was Vincent who was a hero, sacrificing 


